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12 I Victam events to grow and to move
to Cologne
Recent1y at a press conference in Cologne, Germany,

the board ofVictam Foundation announced their new

plans for future Victam events. Since these are quite

impressive there was enough reason to talk to Victam

front man, Henk van de Bunt for further explanation.

18 I Commodity speculators: Blame
them or embrace them?
The role of speculators in commodity futures markets

has come under increased scrutiny this year, especially

as food prices kept a historie pace alongside a financial

meltdown and the US presidential election. Feed Tech

asks experts about the positions of speculators and

investment banks in the futures trade and how govern-

ments should-or should not-handle them.

22 I Grains: Can we keep up with the
high demand?
As the world population increases, the need for raw

materials increases alongside. But can we produce

enough grains to meet the demand, and if yes, how?

29 I The EU aquaculture and fish feed
challenge
Aquaculture in the European Union has accomplished

considerable achievements. Although the industry is

only few a decades old, a new challenge needs to be

faced; production needs a boost to compete with Asian

imports, but not without putting in place management

practices to create a sustainable industry.
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